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It has been a crazy month for most of us, myself included. A week was spent away 

from home in Austin Texas for CitizenCon. This week was spent on the couch dying 

from a cold or something. For your information I learned that UNARAS does not cur-

rently have health benefits and I had to pay out of pocket to see the doctor. I’ll try and 

look into this and see what we can get put in place for member health insurance and 

maybe even dental, but no promises. 

We managed to pick up a few new members and make a lot of friends. 3.3 is in the 

PTU and has had some amazing success. Along with a few hic ups. The Phoenix gives us 

a new ship for Aerozenith. The Valkyrie a new option for Arbitration. The Kraken will 

provide so many new options for Altruists. And the Bar Citizen’s in Austin means even 

Diplomacy will soon have their hands full. 

This is an amazing group, I know I say it a lot, but it still is not enough. We bring to-

gether such a vast array of players, from all over the world, England, Spain, UAE, China,  

Argentina, Canada, and more. Many with their own goals and ambitions with in this 

‘verse we share, but each wanting to do good in this verse. Each one here because 

they know, that we will help those in  

need. Together as a team. For while  

citizen can do much good in this ’verse 

United we can achieve miraculous 

amounts of greatness.  

Go out and be the good this ‘verse is  

so desperately in need of. Be the hero  

for that citizen stranded and alone.  

Show everyone that UNARAS is more  

than just a name or an org, it is a belief, 

it is an idea, and it is one we stand for, 

protect and live by. 

 

Brewen Shaw 

 

 

Just some really cool UNARAS members 

Hanging out with some really cool CIG devs 

Doing some really cool kick@$$ stuff 

(Hear about it in next months issue) 
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—VALKYRIE— 
The “multirole” ship that isn't very multirole. You can do two things, you can use it as a drop ship for troops and vehicles… or you 

can use it as a light gunship supplying support fire for ground troops. Or the secret third option, you can use it for support fire for 

the guys you just dropped off! Then once you dropped off the vehicle from the back you can go get supplies to drop… oh wait… no 

you cant. You cant put cargo in that huge open area in your ship. Nope, none. However you can shove four cyclones in there or a 

rover and 20 or more troops! It is even speculated that you may even be able to fit a Nova in there. Leave it to someone to take 

something to big and forcibly put it into a space to tight for it.  

In all seriousness the Valkyrie does deliver possibly the best ground troop delivery in game. And has the guns to help back them up. 

20 troops running off with 4 Cyclone TR’s each with another 3 troops is an instant force to be sure. Then add in the fact it is 

equipped with 4 size 3s, 2 size 2s, and 2 size 1 door guns means you can put thousands of rounds down to support your troops.  

                                                                                                                                                Valkyrie comes from old Norse mythology. Female 

                                                                                                                                                helpers to the god Odin, who job it was to select  

                                                                                                                                                who dies and then take heroes in their death to  

                                                                                                                                                Valhalla. Now the power to decide who lives and  

                                                                                                                                                dies on the battlefield has been given to you. You  

                                                                                                                                                choose who lives. You choose who dies. You 

                                                                                                                                                choose who will be carried away victorious. 

  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                          Please see your authorized Anvil dealer   

                                                                                                                                                        for the civilian options and  you to can hold 

                                                                                                                                                               the power to decide life and death. 





 

 

 

Humble Beginnings: Part 2 

By: Blackbird 

 

 

Bayou smiled. She had heard Amala was efficient and dependable, but she hadn't expected her to think ahead like 

this. This would mean sharing a living space with each other, but it offered a nicer living space, and solved particular 

problems for Bayou. It would be nice to use the prospector shower to clean dusty space suits and then use a differ-

ent cleaner shower without having to clean the shower every day. It would have room to walk around would save 

her a lot of money on hab rentals and with the extra storage she could stop paying for station storage lockers. "Well 

Amala the truth is the freelancer is going to take a little extra time to load the pods onto but it's only a few minutes. 

The freelancer cargo control system is compatible with auto pods. It's actually a great idea; I would love to have a bit 

more room if you mean docking together at night." "I've had my eye on a freelancer for sale for a while, but I have-

n't told anyone because it's out of my price range, but if I sell the Aurora, with extra credits I have been saving and 

what you are offering to put in we could make this work. If you want me to pay it off with I'm happy to when we 

earn the credits, but I'd still be happy to have the company of a roommate when we dock the ships at night." 

Bayou was impressed with Amala's choice. She had somehow found a freelancer that was far from being new, but 

had been maintained to perfection and used for milk runs for years in safe space. All it needed was a bit of detail 

work and a tune up. At first Amala would haul the ore back while Bayou kept mining so that they were making mon-

ey so much faster than Bayou had even hoped. After a few months they had made a healthy credit buffer Bayou 

started teaching Amala the mining bit by bit so they could trade off jobs. 

Over the years Bayou started slowing down, but they were making money so fast that neither one of them really 

noticed nor cared. They could have bought larger ships, but they had adopted a "enjoy life" and spend credits as you 

make them because their life together was just satisfying for both of them. Their problems were small, and life was 

simple yet profitable. Even having traded in both of their ships for new models there was never really anything ei-

ther one of them wanted to buy or do that they couldn't afford. They had always kept a low profile, so everyone just 

assumed they were only breaking even.  

One day they realized they had so many credits they could buy a small fleet. Capable pilots were in abundance, but 

a lot of them just couldn't afford to get started with their own ship. 
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The Devnon Deal 
By: Brewen Shaw 

 
The metal chair let out a sharp sound that resonated 
off the bare metal walls as it slid across the concrete 
floor after being pushed from the large heavy boot of 
Diplomat Fate. “Have a seat.” 
The chair came to a stop a few inches from a tall 
lanky man dressed in grungy loose clothes and a long 
dirty duster style coat. The man stood staring back for 
several long moments. Perhaps just weighing the ex-
pression of the other man. “I don't mind if I do.” he 
eventually responded as he spun the chair around, 
flung his coat to the side revealing a well used and 
customized Kostak Arms pistol. The slight smile 
crossing the slender man's face as he spoke,” You 
know I could kill you as easily sitting down, right? “ 
“Of course, but as you know, despite the fierce ap-
pearance of this armor, I'm a Diplomat. My gun I have 
never had to draw and have no intention to change 
that today.” Fate responded. 
“what makes you think I won't kill you for wasting my 
time? “ 
“You may be an outlaw and a wildcard, Devnon. But 
your reputation is known. You have a code and your 
own rules you follow. Which is why I came personally. 
To show you the respect you deserve and the im-
portance of this situation.” 
The smile on Devnon’s face grew slightly then disap-
peared. “Those dogs from Gen Food Labs call you 
here?” His voice fluctuating with anger. 
“They reached out to us, but we declined their job of-
fer. I'm here on behalf of Oberon ITC.” Fate explained 
as he grabbed another chair. He set it about 5 feet 
from Devon and with a heavy thud took a seat. “While 
UNARAS doesn't condone your actions here. Holding 
the members of the board hostage and stalling all 
their business, we further despise the way Gen Food 
Labs have over priced food, created food shortages 
and embargoed others from bringing in needed sup-
plies. This situation has however both created more 
problems for the citizens of this district and has also 

allowed some opportunities. We know your doing this 
as a way to try and help these people. Let us help 
you. Oberon has already agreed to start shipping in 
food immediately and selling it at a price nearly one 
third of what it had been. They will do so up until you 
lose control of your hold here and possibly longer if 
they can maintain a foot hold without Gen Food Labs 
forcing them out.” 
Devnon’s face took on a thoughtful look. 
“that's food for the people your trying to help. Compe-
tition for food prices later keeping food prices low after 
you decide to let go of the board members, and they 
can't spin this to make it look like you are the one 
hurting the people. “ 
Devon let's out a laugh. The several men behind him 
smile at the sound. Fates face still holding still uncer-
tain of Devnon’s real intention. “And here I thought I 
was just going to have to kill you.” he points at Fate. 
“You're a smart man. When can we get this under-
way? “ 
“Oberon already has a shipment underway can be 
here as soon as tomorrow morning.” 
“Excellent, anything else or are we done here? “ 
“Only one thing left.” Fate said as he stood up. 
Devnon’s hand falling to his gun. 
“Oberon CEO asked I give this to you if you agreed.” 
a guard walked forward handing Fate an envelope. 
Fate then reaching forward presenting it. 
Devon snatched the envelope. He tore it open quickly 
and read though what must have been a short mes-
sage. His eyes grew wider and a smirk across his 
face. “Have the shipments arrive as soon as possi-
ble.” 
“I will let them know. Also, due to the delicate nature 
of everyone reputation being at stake, Oberon re-
quests any negotiations forward continue to be done 
with UNARAS as a middle buffer. Take care Devon, 
and I personally thank you for trying to help these 
people. It is something we have been trying to do with 
out direct action, but it has taken far to long.“ Fate 
turned and made his way out of the room just behind 
his two guards. 



IDAI NEWS 

I wanted to take a moment and talk about CitizenCon 2948.  If I have one 

regret, it is that all the members of IDAI, were not able to attend.  I truly 

wish there was some way that all of us could, attend this event in the future 

and share as a group the awe and excitement these conventions inspire.   

That being said, let me 

tell you that without a 

doubt, this was the fin-

est CitizenCon I have 

ever attended.  And, by 

the comments that I 

have read to date, there 

are many Citizens that 

agree with me.  Without 

being too critical, previ-

ous events appeared 

nothing more than 

board of directors/stock 

holders meeting and 

frankly, I was board out 

of my wits.   

Don’t get me wrong, there was always a lot of information out there to ab-

sorb but, for me, I’m not interested in how things are accomplished so much 

as, that they are accomplished.  Although, I appear to be in the minority 

when it comes to this because there were a ton of Citizens interested in eve-

ry minute detail of development of the Star Citizen project.  This is good but, 

for me, I am there to discuss Star Citizen and enjoy the benefits of it with 

other LIKE-MINDED individuals.   

This was the primary difference in this event as opposed to others.  I had a 

choice; I could sit and listen to technical details or, I could and did, mingle 

with other citizens in areas designated for gathering and dining.  I was able 

to get to know these people like I was never able to know them before.  

Sure, chatting in discord for hours on end even after years of doing it, pales 

in comparison to actually sitting down and spending quality time with these 

great people.   

Lasting relationships were formed, personal in nature, and ones that I am 

looking forward to cultivating in the future.   

Next year, the convention will in all likelihood be held in the United King-

dom.  I have not decided as yet to attend but, if I do, I hope the agenda is 

similar to the one held this year in Austin, Texas.   

Me, Renegade-Shank,  

Brewen Shaw, and others! 
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CitizenCon 2948 
By: Brewen Shaw 

The anticipation was high. Pulling 

up to the Long center and seeing 

that line. That line that stretched 

on and on. Backers all dying to get 

their tickets in hand. The court yard 

was full of tables an several food 

trucks including a Big Benny’s food 

truck! But right up front an almost 

full sized Dragonfly. Backers got to 

sit on and get their pictures taken. 

Once inside we were escorted to 

our very own boxed seating over 

looking the stage. Clearly to the 

envy of so many below. I wont 

spend time discussing the individu-

al talks, you can watch them all on 

youtube. But the energy and the 

building shake with the cheers and 

bass as the kraken flew over that 

prospector will never be forgot. 

After the first key not they unveiled 

a large model of the kraken several 

feet in length. It was awesome to 

see the detail put forth into making 

it. 

Overall it was a truly grand oper-

tunity to get to be there and see 

first hand and ask questions about 

the games development and whats 

soonTM  to come. 

Bar Citizen, the Real Citizen Con 

By: Brewen Shaw 

For me, by far the best part of the trip was the nightly Bar 

Citizens. Every night of the week Citizens met up at pre de-

termined bars to hang out, talk and get to know each other. I 

got the opportunity to meet many names that I had come to 

recognize from discord, but finally got to put a face to the 

name. 

Sallie Mae’s was Tuesday night and the turn out was crazy. Pre 

ordering tickets was a requirement. We met a handful of great 

people, youtubers, org leaders, and amazing backers. Several of 

the Devs were there also, So I got the opportunity to shake a 

few hands. It was hard not to play 1000 questions with them, 

but I felt they work enough and I didn't want to be “That guy.” 

We even meet a few gentlemen that have since joined the org. 

It is a truly amazing and unique experience being there in per-

son and seeing peoples eyes and the excitement they have for 

Star Citizen.  

Thursday was much the same, but not as crowded. Still a good 

one hundred plus citizens made it. We laughed, drank (perhaps 

to much) and had a great time. I was also amazed this time by 

the number of citizens that had travel from other countries to 

be here. Citizens from Germany, England, Spain, and others all 

made the trip to be a part of this most excellent community.  

 

Group photo of the 890 Jump club members that  

made it to CitizenCon, 5 or more members are  

also members of UNARAS (not all pictured) 



By: Carlos Stanford 
Source: Stardust Magazine 

 

“You passing through?” the man next to me asks. I turn slow-
ly and realise he’s the source of the chemical smell which 
just overwhelmed me. 
 
“What gave it away?” 
 
“Only the tourists cry when I’m buying drinks next to them.” 
 
“Why’s that?” I inquire. He looks at me more closely, check-
ing to see if there would be any trouble to come from speak-
ing to me. After a moment he relaxes and settles into his 
chair. I signal to the bartender to add his drink to my tab and 
he opens up. 
 
It turns out that he’s one of the many lab technicians em-
ployed on the station. The chemicals they use to refine the 
local product create noxious gases which permeate both 
clothing and skin. It’s hazardous to human health, but his 
earnings allow him to repay his creditors for the lucrative 
employment opportunity. Given the fact that there are no 
indigenous people of the Pyro, every person on Ruin came 
from outside the local system, mostly at the expense of the 
local cartels. Travel, boarding and “security” aren’t cheap 
and his employers are capitalising on that by charging exces-
sive premiums for their generous down payments. For them, 
it provides a captive and submissive workforce, but he  
 

 
 
 
assures me he knew what he was getting in to when he first 
agreed to the job. That the opportunity they have provided 
him, while somewhat unbalanced, gives him the best chance 
at building a life of his own.  
 
While the picture he paints is very much censored of pain 
and misery, he wasn’t able to hide the many scars on his face 
and hands, nor the tell-tale lines of his nose which indicated 
previous breaks. It’s easy to understand why he’s been so 
careful in choosing his words. One can also safely assume 
that the debts he’s working so hard to pay off aren’t fairly 
accounted for when control of the station changes hands 
between factions - which happens so often it’s hard to  keep 
track of. So, the dream of his future life of independence is 
just that. A dream. And much is the same for the rest of Neu-
trality’s customers. Those who came here to avoid one form 
of hardship only to find themselves dealing with another. 
And those who were here already, left behind when Gold 
Horizon closed up shop all those years ago. 
 
Mindful that I don’t overstay my welcome or draw too much 
attention to my fellow man, I settle my bill and make my way 
back to my ship. I pay my “clearance fee” and depart the 
station. 
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The things that could go wrong in space are almost as limitless as the stars. 

UNARAS is here to lend a helping hand to those in need. 

We supply medical aid, refuel, and repairs to those trapped in the darkness of that cold lonely abyss.  

We also help by donating food to the hungry, clothes for the noobs, and once even thousands of e-books, tablets,  

and supplies to a school in poverty. 

Sure that sounds cool. Yes, lots of orgs claim to help people. 

But none of them do it while holding the reigns to Javelin, wearing an awesome spacesuit, while playing flaming bagpipes with a Banu 

choir singing behind them! 

Be more than just another citizen, BE A BAD@$$ HUMANITARIAN and make this 'verse jealous they can only imitate, but not be you. 

Find us at the following CIG website: https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/UNARAS  

Or join us on discord: https://discord.gg/sGhJmJn  

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/UNARAS
https://discord.gg/sGhJmJn

